
 panasonic Hd Visual 
communication 
system kX-Vc-series 
 WiTh   HigH image and sound quality 
 anD many more   features 

 alWays more 
Than you eXPeCT 



 Meetings that were previously ineffi cient... 
 · now have great images, so facial expressions are clear.
· now allow natural, comfortable conversations.
· now enable easy use with a stable network connection.
· now become efficient because of a quick reaction time
· now can save you money 

 The hD Visual Communications system provides smooth conversations with high-
resolution video quality over not only a company intranet, but also the internet. 
it is easy to operate too. The resulting real-life visual communication makes it 
seem like everyone is sharing the same room, even though they are in remote 
locations. The hD Visual Communications system enables the kind of precise 
communication and real-time collaboration between remote locations that was 
simply not possible with conventional videoconference systems because of their 
low resolution and frequent sound interruptions and delays.

save money, travel expenses and unproductive travel time; The low cost of the 
complete system guarantees a quick return on investment (roi).  
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  imProVing your CommuniCaTion While saVing money 
   WitH panasonic HdVc  



The hD Visual CommuniCaTions sysTem
Handles a Wide Variety of tasks
With conventional videoconference systems, it is sometimes difficult to view people's expression, and at times, the data connection become unstable. This sometimes 
makes it necessary for people to travel in order to hold meetings in person. With the hD Visual Communications system, you can conduct natural conversations with 
high image and sound quality, as if the person you are talking to were standing right next to you, for more personal communication. This lets you apply the hD Visual 
Communications System to a variety of situations that was difficult for conventional videoconference systems.

eDuCaTion -  
actiVe collaboratiVe researcH 
WitH remote locations
Almost Like Being in the Same Laboratory 
Connecting research laboratories located in remote areas with the hD Visual 
Communications system enables comfortable, collaborative research. The high 
image and sound quality allows precise collaborative research, as if both parties 
were in the same room. it can also be used for live remote teaching and training.

manufaCTuring inDusTry -  
HigH-quality communication betWeen 
remote locations
See Close-up Views of Detailed Parts and Prototype Models 
sub cameras can be used to display clear images of substrates, blueprints and 
design prototypes on a desk. even for cases that used to require a business trip 
in order to show and discuss fine details, the HD Visual Communications System 
allows both parties to see objects clearly for instant discussion, resulting in 
travel-free meetings and immediate quality control.

meDiCal TreaTmenT -  
gain adVice from medical specialists 
in remote locations
Reducing Differences in the Level of Medical Services 
medical specialists can now advise doctors in other regions by using the high-
quality images of the hD Visual Communications system. it can also be used for 
training doctors, to help reduce differences in the level of medical services from 
region to region, even 3D operated

oThers -  
Wide-ranging business applications
Easy, Comfortable Meetings Between Remote Locations 
The kinds of problems that are common with ordinary videoconferences, such 
as poor-quality images and disrupted, delayed or interrupted audio, have been 
resolved. in addition to in-company networks using an intranet, remote meetings 
can be held smoothly and easily with clients and customers outside the company 
over the internet. There are many other convenient uses, such as connecting the 
hDVC to a PC and showing the PC screen to the other party.

a Valuable CommuniCaTion Tool
for emergencies
Even when travel is restricted due to a poor weather conditions, or a traffic accidents 
the hD visual communication system can connect people in remote locations with 
sharp images and clear audio, and enable them to carry on with business as usual. 
The systems contributes to risk management without causing problems for your 
customers or clients.

less TraVelling also reDuCes
co2 emissions and costs 
in recent years, social demands for ecological conservation have continued to 
grow. from now on, a strong emphasis will be placed on environmentally friendly 
businesses, which reduce the number of times people have to travel in order to 
reduce the amount of Co2 emitted by transportation systems. of course, this also 
helps to reduce travelling costs and time. The hD Visual Communications system 
is a vital tool for future businesses because it can simultaneously make business 
more efficient and more ecological.



 hD Visual CommuniCaTion sysTem 

 four features tHat support comfortable business
  The hD Visual Communications system is a clear departure from previous non internet videoconference systems. and a wide range of advanced 
Panasonic technologies support the new system. 

 high image QualiTy anD sounDs  
 eXpressions and gestures 
are clearly conVeyed 
 Panasonic's unique high-quality image technology, which was accumulated 
with its Viera and Diga products, help to create a powerful realism, making it 
seem like everyone is in the same room. The digital home electronics platform 
uniphier® system lsi also makes it possible to display facial expressions and 
gestures in clear, full-hD images as part of the visual communication experience. 
 * uniphier® is a registered trademark of Panasonic Corporation. 

 high sounD QualiTy 
 tWo-Way conVersations
are smootH and natural. 
 natural 2-way conversations are achieved thanks to a unique echo canceller.
it reduces echo and howling, and enables a lifelike sound quality without
interruptions even when two people speak at the same time. broadband stereo
achieves clear and expansive sounds. in addition, the digital boundary micro-
phone with direction recognition function, indicates the direction of the speaker's 
voice and position to the listeners. This creates a more natural conversation in 
broadband stereo sounds that makes you feel like everyone is in the same room 
even when they are in remote locations, and relieves fatigue when talking for 
long periods of time. 

 sTable ConneCTion 
 adapts to cHanging netWork 
conditions 
 The hD Visual Communications system is packed with Panasonic technology 
for connection stability. a rate control function accurately estimates network 
congestion, and controls the data transfer amount to reduce packet loss. in 
addition, the combined usage of forward error Correction (feC) and automatic 
repeat reQuest (arQ) helps to restore inevitable packet loss. These functions 
make it possible to achieve a stable connection and prevent image disruptions 
and sound interruptions, both on intranets and on the internet, where bandwidth 
is not guaranteed and the usable bandwidth constantly changes due to traffi c 
conditions. The range of business opportunities naturally expands because of the 
ability to conduct visual communication with clients and customers outside the 
company. 
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 Content Sharing  
 switch to a sub camera or a PC screen with one-touch ease, and share data, such 
as movies or software applications. 

 Close-up Views with a Sub Camera 
 Use a sub camera to display close-up views of detailed parts that are diffi cult to 
see with the naked eye. 

 Snapshots 
 high-resolution still images taken with a sub camera can be sent in order
to share sharp, clear images while sending only a small amount of data.
even in a low resolution conference you can show full hD pictures. 

 Sharing a PC Screen 
 show your PC screen to the other party and discuss while you both look at the 
same graph or presentation data in the best quality. 

 Check Facial Expressions While Showing Images 
 you can switch to the image of the other party while showing them images of your 
PC screen or sub camera, to check their response. 

 Interoperability 
 Connect to other vendor´s VC systems or mCus by using siP protocol. 

 Existing Equipment 
 KX-VC Series offer you different interfaces to connect displays, amplifi ers, 
microphones and speakers. 

 3D Presentation 
 Use latest 3D technology for presentations and transmissions in e.g. medical fi eld  

 easy oPeraTion 
 easy enougH for
anyone to operate 
 easy-to-understand operation and screen displays. select the desired party with 
either a one-touch connection button (KX-VC 500 only) or by using the address book.
only communication tools that are easy to use will be accepted and can save you 
money that way. 

 Speed Dial 
 You can contact fi ve frequently called locations with a single touch. 

 Adress Book 
 select and connect to the desired party directly from the address book. 

 Connection Status Display Screen 
 you can easily check the connection status of the network and peripheral devices.
you will get information about the used bandwidth and current packet loss. 
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some features with version 2.3 available from fall 2011
We expressly reserve the right to make reasonable 

changes to models, dimensions, colours as well as to 
make modifications that bring our products in line with 

state-of-the-art technology.


